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Abstract— In order to minimize electric grid power consump-
tion, energy harvesting from ambient RF sources is considered
as a promising technique for wireless charging of low-power
devices. To illustrate the design considerations of RF-based
ambient energy harvesting networks, this article first points
out the primary challenges of implementing and operating such
networks, including non-deterministic energy arrival patterns,
energy harvesting mode selection, energy-aware cooperation
among base stations (BSs), etc. A brief overview of the recent
advancements and a summary of their shortcomings are then
provided to highlight existing research gaps and possible future
research directions. To this end, we investigate the feasibility
of implementing RF-based ambient energy harvesting in ultra-
dense small cell networks (SCNs) and examine the related trade-
offs in terms of the energy efficiency and signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) outage probability of a typical user in
the downlink. Numerical results demonstrate the significance of
deploying a mixture of on-grid small base stations (SBSs) (pow-
ered by electric grid) and off-grid SBSs (powered by energy
harvesting) and optimizing their corresponding proportions as a
function of the intensity of active SBSs in the network.
Index Terms— Ambient RF energy harvesting, 5G networks,
ultra-dense small cell networks, co-channel interference, outage
performance, energy efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
Ultra-dense small cell networks (SCNs) are envisioned as a
key enabling feature of fifth generation (5G) wireless cellular
networks that can potentially meet the high capacity require-
ments in outdoor/indoor environments [1]. In such a network,
the spatial density of small cells can be 10-100 times of
that of traditional macro cells. The successful implementation
of such ultra-dense SCNs is challenged by several issues.
For instance, the increase in co-channel interference (CCI)
due to densification of small cells can significantly degrade
the achievable network capacity. Moreover, the subsequent
increased energy consumption of the system is not attractive
from both the environmental and economical perspectives.
Finally, providing grid power to all small cell base stations
(SBSs) may not always be feasible due to their possible
outdoor/remote/hard-to-reach locations.
Thanks to the recent advancements in wireless energy
harvesting (EH) techniques, it has become feasible to power
small devices wirelessly. Wireless energy harvesting thus
enables dense deployment of the SBSs irrespective of the
availability of grid power connections. In general, wireless
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energy harvesting can be classified into the following two
categories:
• Ambient Energy Harvesting: It refers to the energy har-
vested from renewable energy sources (such as thermal,
solar, wind) as well as the energy harvested from the
radio signals of different frequencies in the environment
that can be sensed by EH receivers (e.g., CCI, TV or
radio broadcast).
• Dedicated Energy Harvesting: It enables on-purpose
transmission of energy from dedicated energy sources to
EH devices.
Since dedicated energy harvesting leverages on the deployment
of dedicated energy sources, an additional resource/power
consumption is unavoidable [2]. Therefore, ambient energy
harvesting is a potential solution to reduce grid power con-
sumption by ultra-dense SCNs. Unfortunately, due to the de-
pendence of energy harvested from renewable energy sources
on temporal/geographical/environmental circumstances, con-
sistent performance at the wireless SBSs may not be guaran-
teed. Also, harvesting energy from renewable energy sources
may require an extra hardware set-up of solar panels and/or
wind turbines. Thus, in order to minimize grid power con-
sumption of ultra-dense SCNs, the significance of investigating
other kinds of ambient energy sources becomes evident.
RF-based ambient energy harvesting is a potential technique
that can support both the higher energy levels and lower grid
power consumption in ultra-dense SCNs where significant co-
channel transmissions/interferences are likely to exist. While
higher CCI can augment the amount of harvested energy, it can
significantly deteriorate the achievable signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) levels at a wireless device. It is thus
crucial to investigate this trade-off for design and deployment
of RF-based ambient EH networks. In this context, our con-
tributions can be summarized as follows:
• We point out some of the existing and anticipated chal-
lenges associated with the implementation and operation
of ambient RF energy harvesting in SCNs.
• Next, we provide a brief overview of the existing lit-
erature in the context of the discussed challenges. The
provided review highlights the research gaps and points
out future research directions.
• We investigate the feasibility of RF-based ambient energy
harvesting in ultra-dense SCNs and analyze the trade-off
between energy efficiency and SINR outage of a typical
user in the downlink. Energy efficiency is defined as the
ratio of achievable downlink data rate of a typical user
and the corresponding grid power consumption. The con-
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Fig. 1: An energy harvesting SCN with both dedicated (e.g., macro BSs, dedicated power beacons) and ambient energy
harvesting capabilities (e.g., from co-channel RF transmissions). The SCN comprises of a mixture of both on-grid and off-
grid SBSs. Various modes of SBSs (i.e., idle mode, off-grid mode, on-grid mode) coexist that enable smart coalitions and
energy-aware user offloading mechanisms.
sidered network comprises of a mixture of on-grid1 and
off-grid SBSs (see Fig. 1 for a graphical illustration). To
accurately model the performance of ultra-dense SCNs,
we utilize a dual-slope path-loss model and show its
significance and accuracy over conventional single-slope
path-loss model.
Numerical results demonstrate the impact of applying dual-
slope path-loss model, significance of deploying a mixture
of on-grid SBSs (powered by electric grid) and off-grid
SBSs (powered by energy harvesting), and optimizing their
corresponding proportions as a function of the intensity of
active SBSs in the network.
CHALLENGES ASSOCIATED TO RF-BASED AMBIENT
ENERGY HARVESTING NETWORKS
The idea of harvesting energy for wireless communications
devices from renewable energy sources has been popular since
last few years. However, the amount of harvested energy
remains limited by the geographical, seasonal, and environ-
mental situations. Recently, there has been a shift toward
considering RF-based ambient energy harvesting in order to
accumulate energy reliably in a variety of environmental set-
tings. Nevertheless, RF-based ambient energy harvesting has
its own limitations that need to be tackled before implementing
such a system in practice. In this context, some of the main
challenges are discussed below.
Implementation of Energy Harvesting Receivers
The hardware implementation of EH receiver circuits is a
fundamental challenge for the deployment of dedicated as well
as ambient EH networks [3]. The desired receiver sensitivity
1An on-grid SBS refers to an SBS that utilizes fixed electric grid power for
downlink transmission, whereas an off-grid SBS refers to an SBS that utilizes
harvested energy for downlink transmission.
for wireless energy harvesting (e.g., -10 dBm) is quite different
from the desired receiver sensitivity (e.g., -60 dBm) for data
transmission. The high sensitivities of EH receivers can result
in significant fluctuations in energy transfer due to varying
channel fading environments as well as the relative mobility of
energy sources and EH receivers. Thus, efficient EH receiver
circuits are required that can operate reliably at reduced
sensitivity levels. In addition, voltage multiplier (i.e., a circuit
which converts RF signals into DC) is a main component of RF
energy harvester that is implemented by using diode technol-
ogy. As the level of received RF power is very small, existing
circuit technologies should be further advanced to enhance
RF-to-DC conversion efficiency of voltage multipliers.
Uncertain Energy Arrival Rate
The degree of uncertainty in RF-based ambient energy
harvesting at SBSs is quite low compared to energy har-
vesting from renewable energy sources. The reason is that
the locations and traffic patterns of the SBSs deployed in a
given area remain relatively fixed over time. Nonetheless, a
reliable energy transfer may not always be guaranteed due
to adaptive transmission policies of the SBSs. To analyze the
performance of such systems, it is essential to precisely model
the energy arrival rate at EH devices. Also, in such a system,
a 100% deployment of the off-grid SBSs may not be feasible
due to insufficient energy harvested from the less-dense fixed
power TV/radio broadcast towers, macro BSs, and the reduced
power transmissions of the other off-grid SBSs. Thus, to
maintain a balance between grid energy consumption and the
achievable communication performance, the ultra-dense SCNs
should comprise of a mixture of on-grid and off-grid SBSs.
The proportion of on-grid and off-grid SBSs should be selected
to maximize the system throughput/rate while minimizing the
grid power consumption.
3Modeling and Optimizing Co-Channel Transmissions
Co-channel RF transmission is a fundamental performance
limiting factor of the conventional cellular networks and its
impact will be more significant in ultra-dense SCNs. However,
strong co-channel transmissions can be useful to harvest
energy in EH-enabled SCNs. For example, in the downlink,
it is crucial to manage the trade-off between the amount
of harvested energy at an off-grid SBS and the amount of
incurred interference at a given user. This can be done by
optimizing the intensity of active SBSs or the proportion
of on-grid and off-grid SBSs such that network throughput,
grid power consumption, and in turn energy efficiency can be
improved. Note that the amount of harvested energy and the
CCI are crucial for performance analysis of ambient RF-based
EH SCNs. Thus, analytical models need to be developed to
characterize the co-channel transmissions of SBSs in various
network deployment scenarios.
Energy Cooperation/Coalition Among SBSs
Traditionally, cooperation among multiple BSs is carried
out to enhance the diversity of transmitted signals and to per-
form interference mitigation. However, in EH-enabled ultra-
dense SCNs, cooperation may also be required to overcome
the energy imbalance among various on-grid/off-grid SBSs.
This can be done by allowing nearby SBSs to cooperate by
sharing their energy states/requirements/transmission policies
with each other and by enabling cognitive decision-making
capability at each SBS about the consumption or utilization of
its harvested energy. For instance, by knowing the transmission
pattern of nearby SBSs, an off-grid SBS can estimate the
amount of energy it can harvest. Then, with limited infor-
mation exchange, the off-grid SBS can likely encourage its
nearby SBSs to continue their transmission if the overall utility
of their coalition can be increased.
Enabling On-grid/Off-grid/Idle Mode Selection
Due to uncertain energy arrival rate, each SBS in RF-based
ambient EH networks need to be enabled with grid connections
unless there is a deployment/implementation constraint. This
enables an SBS to avoid severe transmission outages due to
insufficient harvested energy by operating adaptively in on-
grid, off-grid, and idle modes. As has been discussed before,
there could be a central entity that can optimize the proportion
of on-grid, off-grid, and idle SBSs in the network and forward
the decision to all SBSs. The SBSs then switch their mode
accordingly. However, this method may impose significant
signaling/information overhead and cannot be scalable for
ultra-dense deployments. On the other hand, fully distributed
mode selection allows an SBS to decide its mode individually
in order to enhance its own utility; however, it may degrade
the overall system utility. Therefore, a semi-distributed mode
selection would be more attractive.
A. Energy-Aware User Offloading
Energy cooperation among SBSs allows SBSs to operate in
coalitions such that their overall utilities can be maximized. In
this context, energy-aware user offloading can be of significant
importance. For example, an SBS may switch to grid power
due to its reduced level of harvested energy; however, the SBS
could possibly coordinate with the neighboring SBSs to handle
its traffic load and move into the idle mode instead. This
can potentially improve the overall utility of the coalition by
reducing the grid-power consumption as well as interference
to other SBSs.
AN OVERVIEW OF EXISTING LITERATURE
In this section, we provide a brief overview of the recent
literature in the context of challenges mentioned in Section .
More precisely, we focus on the references that are related
to ambient RF energy harvesting in different communication
networks/scenarios such as cognitive radio networks, wireless
sensor networks, device-to-device (D2D) communication, and
small cell networks. To highlight the existing research gaps,
we comparatively analyze the literature considering their prob-
lems/assumptions, energy arrival models, their solution meth-
ods, the benefits and limitations of ambient energy transfer in
such communication networks. A qualitative summary of this
comparison is provided in Table I.
Modeling Energy Arrival Rate
For guaranteed quality-of-service (QoS) in ambient RF-
based EH-SCNs, precise modeling of RF energy arrivals
(co-channel transmissions) is crucial. This depends on the
accurate modeling of the transmit power, locations, and density
of the interfering BSs in various deployment scenarios. In
this context, a variety of energy arrival models have been
recently considered to analyze the performance of RF-based
EH networks.
Arbitrary energy arrival: In [4], ambient EH (modeled
using a sequence of arbitrary i.i.d. random variables) has been
exploited for mobile ad hoc networks. Given the energy arrival
statistics, network throughput is maximized by optimizing the
transmission powers of transmitters. For numerical results, the
energy arrival rate is modeled by chi-squared distribution.
However, the impact of energy harvested from the other
transmitters in the system is not considered. [5] considers
maximizing the average throughput of the secondary network
(SN) by optimizing spectrum sensing time (i.e., the time to
detect unused primary spectrum) and sensing threshold of the
secondary transmitters (STs). The energy arrival at the STs is
modeled by an i.i.d. random process.
Poisson point process (PPP)-based energy arrival: In [6],
the cellular users harvest energy from the downlink transmis-
sion of K-tier BSs and use the harvested energy for their
uplink data transmission. Since the spatial distribution of BSs
is modeled by independent PPPs, energy arrival rate depends
on the parameters of the PPPs. By using tools from stochastic
geometry and queuing theory, closed-form expressions are
derived for transmission probability (i.e., the probability that a
user’s battery has harvested sufficient energy for transmission),
coverage probability (i.e., the probability that the SINR at the
receiving BS is higher than the required threshold) and success
probability (i.e., the probability that both transmission and
4coverage probabilities are satisfied) of a typical user. Ambient
energy harvesting is also investigated in [7], where STs harvest
energy from primary transmitters (PTs). Since PTs and STs
are modeled by homogeneous PPPs, the energy arrival rate
depends on the PPP for the PTs. Applying tools from Markov
chain theory, transmission probability of STs and the SINR
outage probability of both the primary and secondary networks
are derived.
1) Ginibre-determinantal point process (DPP)-based en-
ergy arrival: RF-based ambient harvesting is investigated in
the point-to-point uplink [8] as well as downlink transmis-
sions [9] of wireless sensor networks. The spatial distribu-
tion of the cellular transmitters and in turn the RF energy
arrival depends on Ginibre-determinantal Point Process (DPP).
Closed-form expressions for the mean and variance of energy
arrival rate are derived. In addition, upper bounds are derived
on both the power outage probability (i.e., the probability that
the harvested energy is not sufficient) and transmission outage
probabilities (i.e., the probability that the transmission rate of
a sensor node is below the desired threshold).
Network Operation and Energy Management Issues
In [10], different tiers of BSs are modeled as homogeneous
PPPs with varying energy harvesting rate, storage capacity,
etc. The energy arrival process is modeled by a PPP. Each
BS decides individually to operate in either active or inactive
mode based on its energy arrival rate and energy level of
its battery. When a BS decides to be inactive, it increases
the load on the neighboring BSs and consequently decreases
their performance. The availability of a BS in a network
tier (i.e., the time duration during which a BS is active) is
derived and then the availability region is jointly maximized
for a general set of BSs in a network tier. The effect of
availability region on the coverage probability and downlink
rate of a typical user is also investigated. In [11], CCI (which
is completely known at the receiver and modeled arbitrarily)
is considered to power single antenna receiver in a point-
to-point wireless link. The receiver opportunistically harvests
energy or receives information depending on the channel
and interference conditions. The authors derive the optimal
switching mode for the receiver considering delay-limited and
delay-tolerant information transmission cases.
In [12], the authors propose two approaches to harvest
energy from cyclic prefix (CP) in OFDM receivers to provide
energy requirement for the signal processing of the receiver.
The first approach is an ambient RF based scheme. It is
implemented by modifying the receiver architecture such that
the receiver is able to harvest energy from CP. The feasibility
of this approach is shown in terms of power consumption at the
receiver. The second approach is a dedicated energy harvesting
scheme where the transmitter controls the amount of energy in
the CP to regulate the harvested energy at the receiver. This
approach is observed to be feasible and it provides a self-
sustainable receiver. In [13], the authors investigate energy
harvesting in a time-varying fading environment for point-to-
point transmission between a sensor and its sink considering
a single-slope path-loss model. It is assumed that the sink
has grid power supply and the sensor harvests energy from
ambient RF resources. A closed-form expression is derived
for the distribution of harvested energy. For delay-insensitive
traffic, the average packet delay is analyzed, whereas for delay-
sensitive traffic, packet loss probability is analyzed.
The authors in [14] propose an energy cooperation scheme
for a point-to-point network when both transmitter and receiver
have non-idle circuit, i.e., hardware power consumption is
not negligible. Both of them harvest energy from external
sources to support their communication and the circuit power
consumption. In addition, they are able to exchange some of
their harvested energy to enhance the communication perfor-
mance. This paper analyzes the optimal throughput and outage
probability for additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and
Rayleigh block fading channels, respectively. In the former
case, the energy arrival is deterministic, whereas in the latter
case, it is modeled by a Gamma distribution. Simulation results
show that energy cooperation between the transmitter and
receiver is crucial for enhanced communication performance.
One of the main limitations of the existing performance
analysis/feasibility studies is the use of single-slope path-loss
models as it might not accurately capture the impact of near
and far interfering distances. Moreover, the energy arrival
models need to capture the impact of intensity, locations, and
coordination of the interferers. Also, the rate-energy trade-off
analysis is usually conducted without considering the effect of
CCI which would be a significant issue in ultra-dense SCNs.
FEASIBILITY OF RF-BASED AMBIENT ENERGY
HARVESTING SCNS
Although CCI is one of the main limitations of ultra-dense
SCNs, it can be beneficial for energy harvesting. Therefore,
dense deployment of SBSs and RF-based ambient energy
harvesting are perfect complement to each other. In this
section, we quantitatively analyze the feasibility of RF-based
ambient energy harvesting SCNs and observe the relevant
trade-offs in terms of the SINR outage probability and the
energy efficiency of downlink transmission to a typical user.
Note that SINR outage probability is an important metric from
the perspective of users, whereas energy efficiency is important
from the perspective of both the users and network operators
since it considers both the transmission rate of a user and grid
power consumption of the corresponding serving SBS.
Network Model and Performance Metrics
The network model under consideration is composed of
macro BSs along with a mixture of on-grid and off-grid SBSs.
The proportion of on-grid and off-grid SBSs is denoted as β.
Macro BSs are powered only by grid power while SBSs can
operate in either on-grid or off-grid mode. We assume that
the macro BSs and SBSs are spatially distributed according to
two independent homogeneous PPPs Φm and Φs with spatial
intensities λm and λs, respectively. By independent thinning
of the PPP of SBSs, the on-grid and off-grid SBSs follows
two other PPPs denoted by Φa and Φd with intensities βλs
and (1− β)λs, respectively.
5TABLE I: Overview of existing works on RF ambient energy harvesting
Energy arrival model Solution techniques Limitations Objectives & benefits
MANETs [4] Arbitrary random process
(Chi-squared distribution)
Homogeneous PPP
Random-walk theory
EH from CCI is ignored.
Single-slope path-loss
Challenge
Network throughput is maximized
Cognitive radio [5]
STs harvest energy from PTs
Arbitrary random process
(i.i.d.)
Optimization CCI of ST is ignored
Simple i.i.d. for energy arrival
Channel model is not consid-
ered
Challenge
Maximize the average throughput of SN
Cognitive radio [7]
STs harvest energy from PTs
Depends on the PPP of PTs Markov chain
Homogeneous PPP
Single slope path-loss model
EH from CCI of STs not men-
tioned
Challenge and
Maximize spatial throughput of SN
Point-to-point uplink in wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) [8]
Depends on spatial distribu-
tion of cellular transmitters
(e.g., DPP)
Ginibre point process Fixed transmit power for ambi-
ent RF source
Challenge and
Derive the upper bound of power and
transmission outage probabilities.
Simultaneous wireless informa-
tion and power transfer (SWIPT)
in WSNs for downlink [9]
Depends on spatial distribu-
tion of transmitters (DPP)
Ginibre point process Fixed transmit power for ambi-
ent RF source
Challenge
Derive upper bound for power and trans-
mission outage probability
EH from CCI in a point-to-point
wireless link [11]
Arbitrary random variable
(Exponential distribution)
Optimization (heuristic) Arbitrary model of energy ar-
rival
Limited to single-user setup
Challenge
Derive the optimal switching mode
Ambient RF EH in a point-to-
point sensor network [13]
Stochastic Order Statistics Single-slope path-loss model
Fixed distance between sensor
and sink and interfering BS.
Challenge
Derive closed-form expression for the
distribution function of harvested en-
ergy.
Ambient EH in a point-to-point
wireless link [14]
Deterministic & stochastic
(Gamma distribution)
Stochastic optimization Co-tier interference and
effect of path-loss are neglected
Challenge
Active ratios of the transmitter and
the receiver; derive energy cooperation
strategies.
Since the desired link and interfering link distances are
relatively short in the dense deployment of SCNs, conven-
tional single-slope path-loss models (that cannot distinguish
between near and far distances) may not be proper for system
performance analysis [15]. As such, in this article, we consider
a dual-slope path-loss model and investigate its accuracy
in modeling the performance of ultra-dense SCNs. If we
denote the Euclidean distance between the transmitter and
receiver by dt,r, we can define the dual-slope path-loss Lt,r
as follows [15]:
Lt,r =
{
d−α1t,r , dt,r > dc
d−α2t,r , dt,r ≤ dc
where dc is the critical distance, α1 and α2 are the path-loss
exponents for the near and far distances, respectively. The
performance metrics can then be described as follows:
SINR outage probability, Pout: The probability that the
downlink SINR of a typical user (SINRu) is less than its
desired target SINR value (θt) is referred to as SINR outage
probability. Mathematically, it can be defined as
Pout = Pr (SINRu ≤ θt) = Pr
(
psLu,s
Iu +N0
≤ θt
)
(1)
where N0, ps, Lu,s, Iu are the noise power, transmit power
of the serving SBS, path-loss between the typical user and
its serving SBS, and aggregate interference at the user end,
respectively. The user can be served solely by its closest SBS
s. Note that in the case of on-grid SBS ps = Ps.
For off-grid SBSs, the transmit power depends on the
amount of power harvested from the macro BSs and on-grid
SBSs2. This power cannot exceed the battery capacity Ps, i.e.,
ps = min
(
Ps, η
( ∑
n∈Φa
pnLs,n +
∑
m∈Φm
pmLs,m
))
(2)
where η is RF-to-DC conversion efficiency, pn is transmit
power of nth on-grid SBS, pm is the transmit power of mth
macro BS, Ls,n and Ls,m represent the path-loss between SBS
s and nth SBS and mth macro BS, respectively. The aggregate
interference at the user can then be given as follows:
Iu =
∑
n∈Φs\{s}
pnLu,n +
∑
m∈Φm
pmLu,m. (3)
Energy efficiency (EE): It is defined as the ratio of achiev-
able data rate of a typical user and its corresponding grid
power consumption. This is calculated as follows:
EE =

log2(1+SINRu)
Ps+P
, s ∈ Φa
log2(1+SINRu)
P
, s ∈ Φd
(4)
where log2(1 + SINRu) is the data rate of the user and P is
a fixed static power consumption at a given serving SBS.
Numerical Results
In our simulation setup, the transmit power for the macro
BSs and SBSs are taken as Pm = 40 dBm and Ps = 23 dBm,
respectively [6]. The RF-DC conversion efficiency is reported
to vary in between 50%-80% [2], [3]; therefore, we consider
η = 0.7. The simulation values for noise spectral density,
desired SINR threshold, and static power consumption are
set to N0 = −120 dBm, θt = 5 dB, and P = 6 dBm,
respectively.
2We consider instantaneous energy harvesting that has bursty nature and
the effect of recharging time is neglected.
6Trade-off related to increasing the intensity of SBSs in RF-
based ambient energy harvesting SCNs: High CCI degrades
the received SINR of a typical user in the downlink but, at the
same time, also increases the harvested energy at SBSs. To
investigate this phenomenon more closely, we study the impact
of the increasing spatial intensity of SBSs on the downlink
SINR outage probability of the typical user.
• Fig. 2a shows that increasing the density of SBSs (λs)
first reduces the SINR outage probability due to increased
amount of harvested energy. However, once the harvested
energy starts exceeding battery storage limit of SBS, fur-
ther increase in λs results in high CCI. The SINR outage
probability of the typical user thus starts increasing again.
The results therefore show the trade-off between CCI
and amount of harvested energy on the user performance
when the intensity of SBSs keep increasing.
• Note that, the single-slope path-loss model is not capable
of showing this trade-off in this parameter setting.
• It is also observed that the optimal λs reduces with the
increasing proportions of on-grid SBSs (β). The reason
is that a higher number of on-grid SBSs significantly
increases the amount of harvested energy at off-grid
SBSs. Thus a much reduced SINR outage probability can
be achieved with low values of λs at the cost of higher
grid power consumption.
Selecting an optimal λs is thus crucial in optimizing the
performance of users in RF-based ambient energy harvesting
ultra-dense SCNs. This can be done by selecting the idle mode
for a required number of SBSs in the network in order to
optimize the intensity of active SBSs in the network.
Fig. 2b illustrates that increasing λs first increases the
energy efficiency of the typical user rapidly because the
transmission rate of the user is increasing due to increase in the
amount of energy harvested. However, with further increase
of λs, the data transmission rate of the user starts to decrease
due to interference. Consequently, the energy efficiency gain
decreases. It is important to note that the rate degradation
does not lead to energy efficiency degradation for less fraction
of on-grid BSs. The reason is that the benefit of reduced
grid power consumption is greater than the drawback of rate
degradation. However, the energy efficiency degradation can
be seen from the result for β = 1 (100% on-grid) where
the grid power consumption is high. It can thus be concluded
that increasing λs in an unplanned manner is not necessarily
beneficial from the energy efficiency perspective, especially
for high fractions of on-grid SBSs.
Trade-off related to increasing the proportion of on-grid
SBSs in RF-based ambient energy harvesting SCNs: For a
given intensity of SBSs (λs), the harvested energy at off-grid
SBSs increases along with the proportion of on-grid SBSs (β)
in the network which in turn improves the rate of a typical
user. However, at the same time, increase of β degrades the
energy efficiency due to a higher grid power consumption.
• Fig. 3a illustrates that increasing β, at first enhances
the energy efficiency of a typical user due to increase
in the amount of harvested energy and in turn the data
transmission rate. But as we keep increasing β, grid
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Fig. 2: Effect of intensity on SINR outage probability and
energy efficiency of RF-based energy harvesting SCNs.
power consumption becomes more dominant which con-
sequently degrades energy efficiency. As such, the result
shows the trade-off between the amount of harvested
energy and grid power consumption as a function of β.
• It can be observed that, for a given intensity of SBSs,
there exists an optimal value of β where the energy
efficiency is maximum.
• The optimal point, however, shifts, as the amount of
harvested energy depends on λs as well as β, i.e.,
for lower value of λs, we need more on-grid SBSs to
reach the maximum energy efficiency. Therefore, β is an
important design parameter to enhance the performance
of RF-based ambient energy harvesting ultra-dense SCNs.
To show the SINR outage probability due to an off-grid
SBS, we consider the performance of a user who is always
7connected to the off-grid SBS. Then, we compare the per-
formance results of such a user with those of a typical user
who can be served by either an on-grid or an off-grid SBS.
The simulation results for both cases are provided in Fig 3b.
We can see that for a given intensity of SBSs, increasing
the proportion of on-grid SBSs decreases the SINR outage
probability for both types of users. However, the performance
gain of the typical user is significantly higher in comparison
with the case that user is always connected to the off-
grid SBSs. This implies that, for small cell users, flexible
association should be better than off-grid only association.
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Fig. 3: Effect of proportion of on-grid SBSs on SINR outage
probability and energy efficiency of RF-based energy harvest-
ing SCNs.
Design Considerations
Network-assisted user association: Due to varying energy
levels and operating modes of different SBSs, user association
in EH-enabled SCNs becomes more challenging compared
to conventional grid-powered SCNs. A fully distributed user
association criterion may not therefore be efficient for such
networks since the users must consider the energy level,
operating mode, and their required rate while making decision.
Thus the user association criterion must be network-assisted
in which the users can decide their associations by utilizing
partial network information, e.g., traffic load, energy status,
and the channel conditions of different SBSs.
Hybrid energy harvesting techniques: The amount of har-
vested energy level at some specific SBSs may not always
be enough to handle their traffic load and it may also not be
possible to offload their traffic to nearby SBSs. One potential
solution to this problem is to exploit dedicated EH techniques.
Optimal use of harvested energy: One future direction for
the current work is to enable the storage for harvested energy
and to find the best time and strategy for utilizing it. For
example, SBSs with low traffic load can likely harvest and save
ambient energy for future use. Moreover, since the amount of
harvested energy can be limited optimal/near-optimal power
allocation policies for SBSs are of prime importance. For
instance, the optimal power of a given SBS should be selected
such that both the amount of harvested energy at neighboring
SBSs and the transmission requirements of the user associated
to a given SBS can be fulfilled.
New analytical modeling/optimization tools: In a generic
setup for future networks, different types of SBSs based on
the varying EH technologies such as ambient RF, dedicated
RF, hybrid ambient RF-grid, hybrid dedicated RF-grid, hybrid
ambient-dedicated RF, hybrid solar-grid, and hybrid solar-
wind-grid will co-exist. These kind of heterogeneous EH
networks result in different kind of user/ SBS clustering
scenarios. To analyze these generic networks, it is crucial to
use accurate propagation models and novel mathematical tools
such as Ginibre point process, soft-core, and hard-core point
process that can accurately capture repulsion (or attraction)
between nodes and hot-spot scenarios. Also, to deal with the
uncertainty of energy arrival rate, more sophisticated robust
optimization techniques will be of significant importance.
Energy harvesting millimeter-wave (mm-wave) Networks:
Due to high bandwidth availability in mmWave bands,
mmWave-based communication will be used in 5G networks
[16]. An interesting future direction is to investigate EH-
enabled mm-wave networks. The propagation model for these
networks is quite different from those used in traditional cel-
lular radio networks and operation of these networks requires
highly directive transmissions. Performance modeling, anal-
ysis, and optimization of mmWave-based energy harvesting
networks is an interesting direction for future research.
Effect of path-loss and channel state information: The re-
ceived power sensitivity of energy harvesting receiver is quite
high compared to that of an information receiver. Therefore,
RF energy harvesting networks are more sensitive to the
effects of large-scale and small-scale fading, i.e., shadowing,
multi-path fading, and distance attenuations. Similar to in-
formation transmission network, knowledge of channel state
information (CSI) plays an important role in RF-based EH
networks, e.g., for cooperation among energy harvesting SBSs
to share their energy states/requirements/transmission policies
8with each other and cognitive decision-making at SBSs about
saving or utilizing their harvested energy.
CONCLUSION
We have provided an overview of fundamental challenges
of RF-based ambient energy harvesting ultra-dense SCNs. We
have highlighted the existing techniques in the context of
ambient energy harvesting and their drawbacks. Then, we have
presented a feasibility analysis of RF-based ambient energy
harvesting SCNs. To show the potential trade-offs, we have
investigated the effect of density of SBSs and proportion of
on-grid SBS on SINR outage probability and energy efficiency
of a typical user in the downlink. Subsequently, we have
shown that energy harvesting from co-channel interference is
beneficial and the system parameters such as intensity of SBSs
and proportion of on-grid SBSs can be optimized.
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